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DOJ announces broad antitrust review of Big Tech, pushing down
shares of Alphabet, Facebook and Amazon (cnbc.com)
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Facebook deceived users about the way it used phone

numbers, facial recognition, FTC to allege in complaint

The Federal Trade Commission plans to

allege that Facebook misled users about

its handling of their phone numbers as

part of a wide-ranging complaint that

accompanies a settlement ending the

government’s privacy probe, according

to two people familiar with the matter.

In the complaint, which has not yet

been released, federal regulators take

issue with Facebook’s earlier

implementation of a security feature

called two-factor authentication. It

allows users to request a one-time

password, sent by text message, each

time they log on to the social-

networking site.

But some advertisers managed to target

Facebook users who uploaded those

contact details, perhaps without the full

knowledge of those who provided them,

the two sources said. The misuse of the

phone numbers was first identified in
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